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Chair’s Message—Finale
A year goes quickly. As you
read this, my tenure as Chair
of our Section will have come
to an end. I think it has been
a good year; it certainly has
been an enjoyable one. In my
“Message from the Incoming
Chair” one year ago, I outlined
four parts to my agenda for
the coming year. The first part
was to facilitate amendments of
the GOL to clarify some of its
Ronald J. Weiss
Powers of Attorney provisions.
Through the hard (and good) work of a special committee chaired by Bob Freedman, our Section recently
approved a series of “technical” amendments to the
Powers of Attorney, amendments largely first proposed
(but unacted upon) by the Law Revision Commission
in early 2012. While some members of our Section
and members of other Sections would like to see more
sweeping changes in this area, progress can sometimes
be better made in smaller steps; and sometimes it is
better to accomplish some good than to make a point

(continued on page 2)

A Message from the
Incoming Chair
To add to Ron’s message,
let me say that he is far too
humble. The Chair’s work can
be truly daunting. There is a
constant flow of communication, day and night. For example, last February and March,
draft memos related to the New
York tax law changes were
flying fast and furiously. Ron
kept right up to date providing
salient edits as well as valuable
strategic guidance.

Marion Hancock Fish

We are so appreciative of all of Ron’s efforts
throughout the year and even more grateful that Ron
has agreed to continue helping on the Powers of Attorney and New York estate tax legislative work.
Though my year is just beginning, I already have
many to thank for their support, interest and enthusiasm. Carl Baker has agreed to chair our Spring
2015 Program at the Kiawah Island Golf Resort near
Charleston, South Carolina, April 23-26, 2015. The Pro(continued on page 2)
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that accomplishes only the making of that point. In my
view, this is one those times.
The second part on my agenda was to encourage
implementation of the Section’s other legislative goals,
including changes to New York’s estate tax. Here, while
we accomplished much, we still have more to accomplish. In the accomplished column, the Section’s bills
streamlining the law on interest payable on a delayed
legacy and correcting the SCPA’s erroneous reference
to the Surrogate’s Court jurisdiction over UTMA accounts were both signed into law. Also signed into
law was important legislation our Section supported
establishing and clarifying the rights of posthumously
conceived children—those conceived after the death of
their genetic parent.
In the to be accomplished column, Susan Baer and
Sharon Klein of the Section’s Tax Committee and I have
had several productive meetings with officials in Albany in which we proposed four changes to New York’s
estate tax: (1) to soften (if not eliminate) the “cliff”; (2)
to reduce the “clawback” period for gifts from three
years to one year; (3) to allow portability; and (4) to allow a separate New York QTIP election where the only
reason to file a federal estate tax return is to elect portability. We will be continuing these efforts as the Legislature continues its current session.
Three other legislative initiatives undertaken by
our Section are also progressing. One of those initiatives is a proposal that would allow the custodian of an
UTMA account to transfer the assets in that account to
an IRC section 2503(c) trust for the benefit of the beneficiary of the UTMA account. My thanks to Jill Beier
and Darcy Katris for their work on this proposal. I also
want to thank Jill and Darcy and members of their
Estate Planning and Trust Administration Committee
for their extraordinary work, along with members of
a companion committee of the City Bar, on a proposal
concerning digital assets. Both of these proposals were
presented to and approved by the Bar Association’s
House of Delegates at the Annual Meeting in January.

The third initiative, approved at the Section’s Executive Committee meeting in January, is a proposal
by the Life Insurance and Employee Benefits Committee, chaired by Albert Feuer, to amend EPTL 7-3.1 and
CPLR 5205 to provide that a beneficiary of a trust shall
not be considered the creator of a trust solely by reason
of a waiver, release or lapse of a crummey power of
withdrawal. This will be presented to the Bar Association’s House of Delegates at its meeting at the end of
March.
In addition, as evidenced by the presentation of
Professors Bill LaPiana and Ira Bloom at our Section’s
Annual Meeting program, the third part of my agenda—to support the work of the Uniform Trust Code
Committee in modernizing New York law—also continues. Stay tuned.
On the CLE front, the final part of my agenda, our
Section continued its long and proud tradition of presenting a varied (and well attended) suite of programs.
A not small part of that tradition belongs to the work
of Frank Streng, who after an extended term as Chair
of our Section’s CLE Committee stepped down from
that post in January. My thanks to Frank for his years
of tireless service and my welcome to Sylvia Di Pietro
who will be taking Frank’s place as Chair of that CLE
Committee.
One does not become the Chair of a Section based
on one’s efforts alone. I thank my family and Skadden, Arps for their support in saying “yes” when I was
asked to take the job as an officer of the Section and for
their support over the last year. I would also be remiss
if I did not thank the Bar Association’s staff, especially
our long-standing Section Liaison, Lisa Bataille, for
their work in making my job doable. I wish our incoming Chair, Marion Hancock Fish, a good and successful
year. See you all in April at Kiawah Island.
Ronald J. Weiss
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gram will include two half-day continuing legal education segments centered on planning and administration
issues for families. We will feature a Surrogate’s Panel
on Saturday morning moderated by the Hon. Ava S.
Raphael from Onondaga County. Chairperson-Elect
Meg Gaynor has agreed to chair the golf outing, so
don’t forget to bring your clubs. And as always, James

Kaplan will provide a fascinating civil war history lesson during an outing to Fort Sumter.
As we move into 2015 I invite you to contact me
with Section matters that are on your mind. I am truly
looking forward to continuing the good work of the
TELS Executive Committee and of the Section.
Marion Hancock Fish
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